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Abstract. Suppose J2ßj■ = 1 and F : R >-> R is C1 with F' piecewise C1 .

For the finite system of ordinary differential equations

ui = F'(ui)-YlHjF'(Uj) = 0,
j

I prove that every bounded solution stabilizes to some equilibrium as t —>

oo . For this system, Ylfljuj 's conserved and the quantity ^2ßjF(uj) is

nonincreasing and serves as a Lyapunov function, but the set of equilibria can

be connected and degenerate. Essential use is made of a result related to one

of Hale and Massât that an co-limit set that lies in a C1 hyperbolic manifold

of equilibria must be a singleton.

1. Introduction

Given a function F:Ri-»R with locally Lipschitz derivative / = F', the

equation of gradient flow for the potential F is ù + f(u) — 0. Trivially,
any bounded solution u : R+ >-> R of this equation must stabilize (converge as

t —> oo ) to some critical point, a point where / = 0. Suppose we allow u

to depend on a parameter x that lies in a probability space £2. Denote the

expected value of a measurable function g: Q^R by J g or J g(x)dx. Now

consider the equation of gradient flow for the functional I(u) = J F(u(x, t))dx

subject to the constraint that / u(x , t)dx be preserved. This equation takes

the form

( 1 ) ùix, t) + fiuix, t)) - j fiuiy, t))dy = 0.

The initial value problem for (1), given bounded measurable initial conditions

(2) u(x, 0) = aao(x),    xg£2,

is always well posed locally in time on the Banach space X = L°°(£2) (or better,

X = 5 (£2), the space of bounded measurable functions on £2, not equivalence

classes), yielding a solution u in Cl([0, T], X) for some T > 0. A simple
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sufficient condition for the global existence of a bounded solution for t > 0 is

that for all u g R,

liminf/(z) < f(u) < lim sup/(z),
Z —OO Z-tOO

which is easily shown as in [NP]. The question I would like to answer is: Must

every bounded solution of (1) stabilize? In this paper I will demonstrate the

affirmative in the following case, which corresponds to the case when the initial

data u(x, 0) take only a finite nuimber of values.

Theorem 1. Suppose £2 as a finite set and f is Cx or is locally Lipschitz and

piecewise Cx. If u: £2xR+ >-, R is a bounded solution of '(1), then limi^00w(-, t)

exists.

At first, this result seems only too obvious: Multiply (1) by u and integrate

over £2 x [0, t]. One obtains the dissipation identity

(3) j Fiuix ,t))dx+ i  j w(x, s)2dx ds = ÍF(uix, 0))dx.

Since / F(u(x, t))dx is nonincreasing and bounded, it converges as t -* oo .

One can check that a(r) = J u(x, t)2dx = f(f(u)-Jf(u))2 is Lipschitz. Hence

since /0°° ait)dt < oo, it follows a(t) —» 0 as t —► oo. This certainly implies

that ( 1 ) can have no time-periodic solutions and rules out many other types of

recurrent nonequilibrium behavior. If some solution of ( 1 ) does fail to stabilize,

it will have to wander ever more slowly as t -, oo. One suspects that, in fact,

a definite limit must always be attained.

Here the going becomes difficult when £2 is infinite, so assume £2 is fi-

nite, £2 = {1, ... , N} . A point u £ L°°(Q) may be identified with the point,
(m(1), ... , uiN))T £ RN, and J g = J2p¡g(i) for some positive constants p¡

with S£j¿i Pi = I. The GA-limit set of the solution in R^ is nonempty, com-

pact, and connected; denote it by gjo • As a consequence of the above, the
(»limit set is contained in the set of equilibria E, and we have, for u in tun,

(4) f(u(x)) = J f(u),    Jf(u) = cx,     ju = co

for constants Co, Ci independent of u.
Denote the set of u in R^ satisfying (4) by Ec. At this point, if one imposes

certain additional restrictions on /, it follows that the connected components
of Ec are singletons, so stabilization follows. For example, if / is monotone,

this is trivial. Andrews and Ball [AB], in a related stabilization problem for a

nonlinear partial differential equation, introduced an assumption they called a

"nondegeneracy condition." Assume that / is a piecewise monotone, and in

particular, that

for z in any bounded set of R, the equation f{z) = s has a

finite number M = Mis) of roots zt(s) < z2(s) < ■ ■■ < zm(s) ,

where M(s) is piecewise continuous, jumping a finite number

of times.

The nondegeneracy condition of Andrews and Ball asserts that the derivatives

z'j{s), j = I,..., M are linearly independent on any common interval of def-

inition. This is equivalent to the following condition, which we call condition

(AB):
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The functions   1, z\is),..., zMis)  are linearly independent

functions of s on any interval where M(s) is constant.

If condition (AB) holds, stabilization follows. Any nontrivial connected com-

ponent of Ec must also lie in E and, if not a singleton, must contain a curve

w(s) parametrized by s - J f(u), so that

ufa) = Zfti)is),     i = I, ... , N, s in an open interval .

Then the requirement of conservation, that J2ßiZj^is) = Co, is incompatible

with the condition (AB). Hence Ec is totally disconnected and stabilization

follows.
Condition (AB) is rather unsatisfactory, however, since it fails to hold in

many basic cases. For example, condition (AB) is always violated when / is

nonmonotone and piecewise linear. As another example, take / to be a cubic

polynomial, /(z) - z3-z. Then z\is) + z2is) + z^s) = 0 for |s| < 2/3 v/3. An

arbitrary function / can always be perturbed locally so that on some interval

in s, condition (AB) fails.; so it seems desirable to develop arguments that can

establish stabilization without the hypothesis (AB). Such arguments could be

relevant in problems related to that considered by Andrews and Ball, such as

have been considered in [P, NP, NPT].
If condition (AB) fails to hold, the set Ec of equilibria that satisfy the con-

straint in (4) may contain nontrivial connected components; so one cannot a

priori rule out the possibility that the colimit set fails to be a singleton. The

main tool used in this paper to rule out this possibility, under the hypotheses

of Theorem 1, is basically due to Hale and Massat [HM]. A slight modification
suitable for use in the present context is

Theorem 2. Consider the system of ordinary differential equations in YLN given

by
Ü = G(U).

Suppose this system admits a manifold Jf of equilibria such that G is Cx in a

neighborhood of Jf and JÍ is hyperbolic. If the co-limit set of some trajectory

contains a point of Jf, but the trajectory does not stabilize, then the co-limit set

contains points that are not equilibria.

The proof will be given in the appendix. Recall that a manifold of equilibria

Jf is hyperbolic if for each U in Jf the linearization G'iU) has no eigenvalues

with zero real part other than X = 0, and ker G'iU)2 = ker G'iU) = the tangent

space to Jf at U.

2. Stabilization of mean force

The proof of Theorem 1 will involve two main steps. In this section I will

show that

(5) hm / f(u(x, t))dx exists.

It follows that for some constant ci, each point u in the co-limit set &>o satisfies

(6) /"/(«) = Ci.
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If / has the additional property that for all s G R, the solution set of /(z) = 5

is totally disconnected, it follows immediately that the set of u in RN sat-

isfying (4) and (6) is totally disconnected, so too must be a singleton. The

degenerate case when the graph of / has flat portions will be considered in §3

and constitutes the second main step in the proof of Theorem 1.

To prove (5), argue as follows. Suppose \u(x , t)\< R for all x G £2, t > 0.

As a consequence of Sard's theorem, the set of regular values of / on [-R, R]

is open and dense. Let

/_ = liminf / /(«(• , t)),    f+ = lim sup / /(»(•,
'^°°    J t^oo     J

())■

Suppose (5) fails to hold, so that /_ < /+. Then there is an open interval

J c (/_ , /+) containing no critical values of / so that for s £ J, there are a

fixed finite number of solutions in [-R, R] of f(z) = s, which we denote by

Zxis), ... , zjxfis). These solutions are C1 functions of s for s £ J.

Fixing some so £ J, we may extract a converging subsequence w(-, tn) such

that for each i, and some 7(a) , u(i, t„) ~* Zj^(so) as aa —> 00. Define the C1

curve u* : J >-, RN by u*(s) = zj(i)(s). We have u*(so) £ oj0 , and all equilibria

in a neighborhood of u*(so) lie on the curve u*. Because œ is connected, it

follows that, replacing J by a subinterval if necessary, the curve u* lies in eon •

By (4), then, u*(s) is contained in the hyperplane X = {u£RN\Y, PjUj = Cn} ,

which is an invariant hyperplane under the evolution equation (1).

Lemma 1. The curve u* is a hyperbolic curve of equilibria in the invariant hy-

perplane X.

Proof. I need to show that for the linearization of ( 1 ) about any point on u*,

restricted to the tangent space of X, the only eigenvalue with zero real part is

X = 0, which is simple, with eigenvector du* ¡ds. Setting p = (px, ... , pn)t ,

the tangent space to X is the subspace p1- = {u £ RN\pTu — 0}. Define

/ = f'(u*(s)). The eigenvalue problem is to find X and a vector v so that

(7) (fi-X)v-Y,PjfiVj = Q    fori=l,...,N.
j

Reordering indices if necessary, we may assume that / < f2 < ■■■ < fa. The
eigenvalue problem may be analyzed completely: Define the diagonal matrix

D = diag{/ , ... , fN}. For vj = l/(fj -X), (7) reads

g (A) is increasing for X £ R\ {/,..., fy} with

00 for X —► f ': — 0,

-00        for X -, fi■ + 0.{00

Lemma 2. The N - 1 eigenvalues of (7) restricted to p1 lie in two classes:

1. For each value / that appears in the list (/,..., /v) with multiplicity

k > 2, X - fi is an eigenvalue of (7) with multiplicity k - 1 and eigenspace
equal to ker(Z) - X) n p1, which has dimension k - 1.

2. For each i with f < f+i, the unique root of g(X) = Y^Pjlifj ~ x) in
if i » fi+\) is an eigenvalue with eigenvector v in p1- given by Vj = l/(f¡■ — X).
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Moreover, the Nth eigenvalue of (7) in RN is X — 0, with eigenvector v¡ —

I/fj if ¿?(0) t¿ 0 ; when g(0) = 0, X - 0 is a double eigenvalue with generalized

eigenvector v¡ = l/fj satisfying

(8) fiVi = YJßjfjVj = I/fi

and pTv > 0.

The proof is omitted. Now, as a consequence of fizjis)) = s, we have

du*/ds = l/fj. Hence since u* lies in X, Yi,Pjlfi — u> an(* we are m tne

case g(0) = 0. In this case, the root given in case 2 above for that a with

fi < 0 < fi+\ is X = 0, and Lemma 2 implies exactly that this is a simple
eigenvalue for (7) restricted to p.1-. This proves Lemma 1.

To finish the proof of (5), suppose it fails. Then one may apply Theorem 2

at any point on the curve u*, to conclude that u(-, t) converges at t —► oo .

This contradicts the assumption that (5) fails. Hence (5) holds.

3. The degenerate case

Since (5) holds, let S = lim,.*«, J f(u(x, t))dx be fixed. Suppose for con-

tradiction that u(-, t) fails to converge. Define

(9) a¡ = liminfu(i, t), ■     b¡ — limsupu(i, t).

It follows from (1) and u -» 0 that f(z) = S for z g [a,, b¡] for each i. The
strategy of the proof is to use the synchrony implied by (1) when /(aa,) = S
for several i to produce points in the ty-limit set that violate the constraint

/ u — Co implied by the conservation law.

For u in R^, let # u be the number of indices i such that w, lies in

the interior of (a¡, b¡). Because the points in [at ', b{\ x • • • x [aN, ¿>at] with

# u = 0 are isolated, we may suppose there is some w in coo with # w > 0.

Choose w £ too so that # w is maximal. Rearranging indices, we may assume

a¡ <w < bj for i = I, ... , K and w¡ £ (a,, />,) for i > K, where K = #w .

Choose tn —► oo so that «(•, tn) —> u; as aa —» oo. From (1) it follows that

whenever «(•, t) satisfies a¿ < u¡ < b¡ for i = I, ... , K, then

(10) üi= I fiu) -S = ùj    for i, j = 1, ... , K.

Fix e > 0 so small that

(11) \Uj -Wj\ <2e implies a¡ < u¡ < b¡    for i - I, ... , K.

For each aa , choose T„ maximal so that

(12) \Uiit) - Uiit„)\ < e    for i = 1, ... , K, t„ < t < Tn.

Together with (9), (11) implies that T„ is finite for each aa , and (10) implies

that for each aa there is a fixed choice of sign so that

(13) UiiTn) - Uiitn) = ±e    for each a = 1, ... , K.

Define Q = lO[f„, Tn].
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Lemma 3.

lim uAt) = w¿    exists for each i > K.
t—>oo
t€Q

Proof. Since lim u¡(t„) = w¡, this is the only possible limit. Suppose a limit

does not exist, so that for some j with K < j,

a¡ < liminfw7(í) < limsupUjit) < b¡.

'eß teQ

Again, since lim Ujit„) = Wj and u} is continuous on [t„, Tn], we may find

a subsequence x„ —> oo so that lim w(-, xn) exists with a¡ < lim«7-(T„) < b¡.

Then (11), (12) imply a¡ < lim u¿(xn) < b¡ for i = 1, ... , K, contradicting

the fact that K = #w was chosen to be maximal. This proves the lemma.

To finish the proof, we choose a subsequence of T„ so that u(-, T„) con-

verges to some w* as aa —► oo . By (13) and Lemma 3, for a fixed choice of

sign we have
f ojj ±e        for each i = I, ... , K,

w* = <
(. Wi for i > K.

Then w and w* both lie in ua0 , while / w ^ / w*. This contradicts (4) and

finishes the proof of Theorem 1.

Appendix

Proof of Theorem 2. By translation we may assume 0 G Jf lies in the cu-limit

set of some trajectory. The strategy of the proof is to show that if

(14) 0 = liminf|C/(0|<limsup|C/(0|,

then the co-limit set contains a point that is not an equilibrium. By a linear
change of variables, we may write U as (u, v, w ) £ Rk x R' x Rm so the system

may be written

it = A+u + g+(u, v , w),

(15) i) = A-V + g-iu, v, w),

w = goiu, v,w),

where for some M > 0, A+ and A- satisfy

uTA+u > M\u\2,        vTA_v < -M\v\2    for all u £ Rk , v £ Rl,

and g = ig+, g- , go) is C with g(0) = 0, DgiO) = 0. By the implicit func-
tion theorem, the manifold may be parametrized locally for max(|w|, |îa|, \w\) <

So by w i-> ia+iw), a-iw), w), where a+,a- are C1 with a±(0) = 0,

Da±(0) = 0.
When U = iu, v, w) lies near 0, we may define

<p+ = u - a+iw), <f>- = v - a-iw).

Solutions of ( 14) near zero then satisfy

</>+ = A+tp+ + h+((p+ ,4>-,w),

(16) 4>- = A_cp- + h-(<p+,th_,w),

w = ho((f)+, <t>-,w),
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where

h±i<t>+ ,<t>-,w) = g+itp+ +a+,tp_+a-,w)- gia+ , a_ , w)

(17) -Da±iw) • goi<j)++ a+, 0_ + a_, w),

(18) h0((p+ ,<p-,w) = go(4>+ + a+ , 0_ + a_ , w).

Then h = (h+, /a_ , An) satisfies h(0, 0, w) = 0. Also, aa0 is C1 , and aa+ , At-
are C1 functions of <¡>+,<f>-. As a consequence of Taylor's theorem with in-

tegral form of remainder, there is a function y(s) —► 0 as s —► 0 such that we

have the bound

(19) \h(<t>+,<p_,w)\<y(\U\)(\<t>+\ + \<p-\).

From this estimate it follows that when \<t>+\, \4>-\, \w\ are respectively nonzero,

we have the estimates

|0+f = 0+0+/I0+I >(M- y)|0+| - y_|0_|,
(20) l^-l* = 0^0-/10-1 < -{M - y)\<f>-\ + 710+1,

\w[ = wTw/\w\ <y(|c/>+| + |c/>_|),

where y = y(\U\).
For ô > 0 sufficiently small, define the ball

Bio) = {U£ RN\max(\tp+\, |0_|, \w\) < S}.

As ô —» 0, the supremum of y(\U\) over Bio) tends to zero. Note that for

6 small, the cone \tp+\ < \<f>-\ is locally positively invariant in Bio), since
10+1 = 10-1^0 implies, by (19),

(|0+|-|0_|)->2(M-27)|0+|>O.

Suppose that at some time to we have C/(i0) g Biô). By (14) we may suppose

that eventually U{t) leaves 5(2c5). I claim that max(|0+|, |0_|) = 26 when

this happens. First, at time to either |0+| < |0_| or |0+| > |0_|. Consider the

first case. As long as |0+| < |0_| ^ 0, we have

|0_f <-(M-2y)|0_|<O,        (4|«a| + |0_|)' <-(M-1O7)|0_| < 0.

Hence if |0+(i)l < I0-(OI f°r to < t < t\ , we have

\w(t)\<\w(to)\ + \4>-(to)\l*<50/4.

Since the solution leaves B{26), we will have |0+(íi)| > |0_(ii)| eventually,

i.e., the second case. In this case,

(4|w;| + |0+|r<-(M-lOy)|0+|<O,

so \wit)\ < \wit\)\ + \tf)+(t)\/4. Putting the two cases together we find that if

U(t0) e B(S) and U(t) £ B(2S) for t0 < t < T, then

\w(t)\ < \w(t0)\ + |0+(OI/4 + |0-(ro)l/4 < 7S/4.

This proves the claim.
Now as a consequence of assumption (14), we may extract a subsequence

t„ -, oo such that U(t„) converges and max(|0+(f„)|, |0_(i„)|) = 28 for all n .

Denoting the limit by U* = («», v», wt), we have
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maxfla» -a+iw*)\, |w» -a_(u;.)|) = 2c5 # 0,

so that Í7* is not an equilibrium point. This proves Theorem 2.
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